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Availability .of Drugs Lb;,, .. ,ziLy Llbrarcode of Conduct 
. by NEWS INVESTIGATIVE .TEAM. 
Marijuana or "pot,,, as it is called, sells·;on:campus for·about $20 an 
ounce-with prices ranging from $15 to $25.depending on the-quality of 
the drug and the gullibility of the buyer. Hashish or "hash,, sells usually 
for about $7 a gram, although one News source reports he was able ,to. 
make a buy in the University Center itself for only $5. These· two drugs 
·are the most common of many available.on campus, constituting about 
80% of all illicit drug use at Xavier. 
Dean of Student Affairs Rodrick Shearer called an emergency 
meeting of the Speakers and Programs Committee Tuesday, last week, 
to review the play "Bringing It All Back Home," slated for performance 
December 4,.5, 6 and December 11, 12, 13, by the X.U. Players, a co· 
curriculur student drama group. 
Shearer's office reportedly came under heavy pressure to suppress the 
play early in the week, apparently due to its "references to 
homosexuality and the vocabulary used" according to wording adopted 
by the committee. 
The play is a bi~ter satire on 
These are some of the facts a 
special' News investigative team 
has been able to learn about 
Xavier's flou.rishing drug· culture in 
a major study which has been 
underway for over three weeks. 
What News reporters_ have not 
been able to determine is the 
·prevalence of drug use on 
campus. 
THE XAVIER NEWS 
American morals and involvement 
in the Vietnamese war with 
frequent references to sex and 
immoral conduct. 
Administration sources would 
not reveal, however, 'the author of a 
letter to Shearer which they hint 
touched off the committee meeting. 
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It is known to the News that 
Psych Services researchers are 
asking this question as part of the 
preparation of the University Life 
Study Report. Estim.ates given the 
ULS team range from 10 to 60%, the 
proportion l)f dorm students who 
have tried one or another of the 
illegal drugs at least once, 
according to information leadked 
to the News last week. Actually, 
other sources reveal, an estimate 
mid-way between these extremes -
between 25 io 30% - would 
probably be closest to the truth. 
--------------------------------------- Members of the committee and 
"It's not as widespread here as at 
U .C.," a Brockman Hall proctor 
told this reporter two weeks ago. 
"Probably 30% have tried it - even 
just once. That's counting everyone 
of the guys in the dorms this year 
that's had just one drag off one 
joint all the way up to the regular 
user.". 
Detective Mulligan of 
·Cincinnati's Vice Squad, one of 
four special agents assigned to 
· drug cases, agrees with this 
estimate. Citing the fact that fewer 
· girls engage in drug abuse than 
f!!llows, Mulligan s'!l{gest a "ball 





In view of the issues which have come to a head this 
past week, the Xavier News recognizes its need to 
temporarily depart from its normal course of procedure 
and to embark on a more relevant scheme, encompassing 
not only topical events but, drawing, we hope, the real 
issues underlying those events into a clearer focus. We 
have taken the liberty of making what we feel are the 
necessary' changes. Edi , N 
- tors . ote 
several Student Affairs staffers, 
News reporters, and a few curious 
students eat in on a dress rehearsal 
Tuesday afternoon. After viewing. 
the play, the committee withdrew 
to discuss issues related to the 
presentation. 
After questioning Mr. Kvapil and 
Mr. Siegried, co-directors of the 
Players, Chairman of the 
committee Dr. Emst Fontana 
pointed to the fact that the issue 
was in part one of academic 
freedom since some of the actors 
were working for academic credit. 
He therefore questioned why the 
committee had been called to 
discuss the play. 
Members of the committee, which 
includes three students, had not 
been shown copies of the letter or 
told the specific nature of the 
complaints. 
At the end of the hour long 
meeting, the committee drafted the 
following resolution which was 
passed unanimously, with two 
abstentations: 
. "The play 'Bringing It All Back 
(Continued on page 2) 
·Xavier Discipl·ine Follows Flexible Procedures 
by STEVE GOODMAN the whole matter will probably be The two student& are Michael Ratto The main advantage of indefinite ' The · g~~eral guideline in such· 
. handled by the dorm director. and William Hudgins, with Pam suspension over more extreme matters is the individual good 
.If. you ?ave knowhng~y a~d · Other minor disciplinary action Wenniger as alternate, in case measures, such as expulsion, is versus the common good. Offenses 
wdhngly violated a!1y U!li.ver~ity is taken by the Dean of student's either student wishes to remove that the case can be reviewed at such as drug pushing do not s~t~te on drugsthmte~~itation, staff. In these cases, the Dean of himself from a case for pers<!nal any time. Expulsion has not been necessarily lead to local arrest; the 8 
a mg~ or any 0 er ma er, you. Students acts as judge and, if the reasons, or ifthere is al) a~sef!Ce. used at all in recent years. · Student Welfare Committee decides ·~re ::bJ~t to 1~ha~'d ~he. s:~dent student desires no further action, All though the ;0i:~·t~. can Oth t" th . this. It is usually felt that the anedoo "Hca s 1sc1p inaryt-thematterendethere. on":[ _recohmmen iscipdm~ry er acd1ons e cod~m~tteel. can University is capable of handling 
proc ures. owever, you may no . . . actions, t ese recommen ations recommen are 1sc1p mary · 
know what you are up against._ i.e. Seno~s cases w~ich may en~atl are usually followed. Anything less probation (which has never been its own problems; however, local 
your rights, your Judges, and your suspension, probation, or expulsion than suspension is sent to Mr. used), and campus activity authorities may take action if they 
possible punishment. are ref~rred to t~e Student ~elfa~e Roderick Shearer for approval; suspension. feel that the University isn't doing 
· . . . Committee. This body, which is . d t• fi · its duty. An example was a recent If you look for a specific hating of 1 X . ' "S recommen a 10ns or suspension 1 d "b t" t St b k X . , "t . I" ed . more or ess avier s upreme and expulsion are handled .hY the There is as of now no c ear-cut rug us a ony roo . 
avier 8 na proc ures; you Court " is composed of seven h · university policy in the situation Xavi'er as a rule avoi'ds double 
won't find one, for the University be (fi ti ult . be presidentoft eumversi~Y: h d . . 1 t' t te 
possible actions are as varied as mem r~ Ve :c y n;~m :; The committee generally recom· r ere a s;~ en~ ~S vio a mg 8 a ' jeopardy. lfa student is arrested for 
- the transgressions it' has to deal two .stuhe!lteds banM onRoe daShrna mends indefinite suspension for oca '11or. . erah atws onf camtip?ts. some local offense, the University 
· h H h · and 18 c atr Y r. earer, serious offenses This may run Usua Y it 18 t e ype 0 ac vi Y does not usually take further action 
wib t. · o~e~erl, t ehre arUe .cert~m DeanofStudentAffairs. anywhere from· five days to a which determines whether a · th' ( Ith h 't · ht ·r 
as1c pnncip es t e mvers1ty . t d t . t ed t I 1 ahgams im, a. oug 1 mig i . 
fi 11 The five faculty members on the semester or more. A recent example s u en is urn over 0 oca t e transgression occurred on 0 ~ws. . . . Committee are: Dr. Thomas was the recent action taken against authoriti~s or not. Severi;tl years ·campus property), until legal action 
Mmor disc1phna!'Y prob~ems are Hanna, Dr. Robert Johnson, Rev. three students who were caught ago, Xavier co-operated with local has proved him guilty, and often 
usually ~andled with as httle .fuss. Edward Bradley, Sister Catherine using drugs; each was suspended officials in the arrest of a drug not even in that case. It again 
as poss1~le. For example, if a Wulftange, and Mr. Jerr~. for five days, which included pusher, but the actual arrest was depends on the seriousness of the 
student violates a lesser do."Jll rule. Luttenegger, who is also a lawyer. Saturday and Sunday. made off-campus. offense. 
·ROTC Announces New Two-Year Coll~giate ·Army Program 
Editor's Note: this product may be dangerous to your health and well-being. Due to a conte._t of violence 
this pro1fl'am is recommendect for a~ults only. Persons under 18 will not be admitted. 
The Professor of Military Science announced today that applications are bein1 
accepted for the Army ROTC Two-Year Program. Under thia prosram, male 
collqe atudenta 1tudyin1 for baccalaureate or advanced dqreee are offered the 
opportunity of bein1 commiuioned a Second Lieutenant in the Army after only 
two yean participation in the ROTC PIOll'BID· Thil prosram ii available to 
colleie 1tudenta who are enrolled in a univenity that'doe1 not oft• ROTC. Thil 
ii but one of many ·waya for today• 1tudent to meet hil milituy oblisation and 
clearly an opportunity for th018 1tudenta who did not enroll in the Four-Year 
Pro11'81D. . 
Succeuful applicant., will be required, thil comma 1ummer, to attend a baaic· 
six-week summer trainins period at an Army installation. Thil camp take1 the 
place of the Buie Coune (Freshman and Sophomore yean) required in the 
traditional Four-Year Proll'am. · 
When a 1tudent with two yeara of collqe remainins baa been selected for and 
aucc:eUfully completed the baaic summer trainins, he ia elisible for the ROTC 
Advanced Coune durin1 hie laat two yean of collep. 
In addition to the pay provided durin1 the Advanced Coune ('60.00 per 
month) and the advanced coune summer trainiq camp betweeD the laat two 
years of collep (over •200.00 per month), the itudent aUenclins the buic cainp 
neeivee pay at the rate of approximately $125.00 per month plu a mileap 
·allowance to and from camp. 
Thoae atudenta deairins additional information on the Two-Year Propam and 
requirements for selection are invited to contact Major Drennan, Department of 
Military Science, located in St. Barbara Hall. All application procedun1 mut be 
completed prior to l March 1971 to insure that all applicants. have an equal 
opportunity for selection. Selections will be made and ordera for the baaic camp 
iasued before the end of the school year. 
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Availability of Drugs 
(Continued from page 1) 
park figure" of one in four. "The probably be found on any local 
percentage," he told a News ·campus, including Xavier. 
investigator in the Vice Squad's . However, the police have not yet 
downtown ·office last week, "is been entirely successful in 
probably 25% for Xavier. This substantiating this "hunch". 
involves all who have tried drugs of 
one type at least once." 
In contrast to these 
"cons~rvative estimates," a high 
placed student government official 
suggests that maybe 50% have been 
initiated into · the drug culture. 
"There's a lot around campus," he 
insists, "and guys off campus find 
it easier to get." 
What is available? "MDA, any 
kind of chemicals you can find in 
Cincy, anything you can smoke: 
pot, hash," according to this 
Student Government · officer. 
"There's a lot of speed on campus," 
he adds. "It's real easy to get." 
And local law officers confirm 
that this prospectus is real. The 
plainsclothesman, Mulligan, 
referred to above, claims that 
almost any drug available 
anywhere in the Midwest can 
Code of Con_duct 
(Continued from page 1) 
Home' should be performed at 
Xavier University by the X.U. 
Players due to its relevence and the 
high quality of the production in 
the opinion of the University 
Speakers and Programs 
Comm~ttee." 
The resolution, however, was 
linked in the minutes of the 
meeting with a brief, caustic 
statement reading "even if we have 
nQ right or jurisdiction, we will 
state an opinion." 
Kvapil, addressing the 
committee, warned that, "To some 
the play will be offensive." 
However, he added, "You don't 
judge plays in terms of morality. 
You judg~ plays in terms of art:" 
Members of the committee 
responded saying that in any case, 
they saw nothing immoral about 
the play. Individually, they pointed 
to various aspects of the production 
which they felt proved that it was 
indeed a brutal satire on crucial 
moral problems of the day. 
Present for the meeting were Mrs. 
Mary Lou Gist, Tom Lux, Terry 
Delaney, and Joe Yoshimura. 
Father Flynn and Dr. Larkin were 
absent. 
Flynn is Chairman of the 
Communications Arts Department 
under whose auspices the Players 
operate. Flynn, the controversial 
figure in the dumping of the debate 
team earlier this year, has a say in 
the drama group's budget. 
Notice 
The X.U. Biology Club will 
sponsor an illustrated talk on 
forensic medicine b•r Dr. Frank 
Cleveland, Hamilton County 
Coroner, on Tuesday, Decem· 
ber 15, at .8:00 p.m. in the 
Terrace Room of the Univer· 
sity Center. A question-and-
answer period as well as 
refreshments will follow the 
talk. All are invited to attend. 
"By our arrest records," this gray· 
haired, fortyish cop admits, "we 
haven't been doing enough." 
The major college problem in the 
general area is Antioch, according 
to a federal agent operating locally. 
As much as 60 to 70% of the college 
drug abuse is centered there, he 
believes. 
"There must really be a good 
dope peddler in that area," this 
"narc" told the News in a telephone 
interview. 
Nonetheless, Xavier has a special 
distinction all its own: the first 
LSD case 'in the southern Ohio· · 
Northern Kentucky area was 
connected with Xavier when a team 
of f~eral agents and local forces 
apprehended a Xavier student 
selling the hallucinogen here · in 
1967. 
The student pleaded guilty under · 
a law requiring a twenty year 
sentence, which the judge made 
into a probationary sentence. 
This case is only one of several 
arrests reportedly made here and at 
other local colleges in the past three 
to four years, although no arrests 
have been made here yet this year. 
However, three students were 
recently suspended, each for five 
days, in a secret and . highly 
controversial Student Welfare 
Board hearing, and many more 
students reportedly have been 
apprehended by hall proctors, but 
not' turned over to the Welfare 
Board. 
Thus, no one on campus knows 
what the next drug arrest at Xavier 
will occur, and law officials 
operating chiefly off campus aren't 
saying. 
If you care 
enough, maybe 
ou can meet 
~the Paulist 
·,challenge ... 
It isn't easy, being a Paulist. 
Bridging gaps between young 
and old, black and white, 
past and future. But it is a 
challenge. 
. " The Paulist mission is to 
people': : .. individually 
and in alf the societies in 
which they live 
... to discover Christ 
wherever he is acting 
... to be attuned to the needs 
of the present, yet to form 
a vision of tomorrow's world. 
If you are interested in 
finding out more about the 
Paulist priestly challenge, 
write to: 
Rev. Donald c. C•mpbell, C.S.P. 
Voc:1tlon Director 
-Cf'aulist ... 1~ CFatzie~ 
Room 111 
415 West 59tb Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
K REGISTERED k eepea. e® 
DIAMOND RINGS 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
ZeffS 
7!IO SWlfTON IH<>P'ING CtNTllt, CINC\NNA Tl, OHIO 
UMIOD 
111 MAOllON •vu1u1. COVINGTON, KINTUCllV 
JltJIM 
HH ANO MC>NllM>UTH, llllJllPO"T· KINTUCKY 
JIHllJ 
lllU,AL DllCOUNTI ON All Ml"CHANDllf. fOlt AU 
llAVll" STUDENfl AND FACULTY MlMl!:RI 
Minas C'nlu1ed lo show delal.1. Ttade-Muk fle1 
For the one 
who has everything 
Make that special person es-
· pecially happy this Christmas 
'With a Keepsake, the world's 
most wanted diamond ring. 
Keepsake's beauty and 
'· brilliance,· quality 'and 
styling make it the truly 
perfect gift. Come in and 
choose from our fine 
Keepsake . selection . . . 
many styles just arrived. 
LAVlllR HOO 
ALSO '2!10 TO 5000 
MIAMI 1800 
ALllO TO asoo 
TRIPOLI 1325 
WEDDING RING 11~.so 
PERFECTO 1200 
ALSO TO 2100 
.JUDD 13°00 
WEDDING RING ISO 
CALYPSO 117!1 
WEDDING RING !10 
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<I . Senators Criticize Budget Actions; 
:§~q>'.Rropose to Drop Editors' Salaries. 
by MAGGIE AMMONS 
At last week's Student Senate 
meeting the Senators learned that 
one faculty member from each 
department will be dropped by next 
year and no one will be hired .to 
replace those that are leaving. The 
University is making this cut as an 
economy move, recommended by 
the University Budge Committee. 
The eleven lay professors from Arts 
and Sciences "is only the first 
wave" said Senator Dan Costello 
"and it could be up to twenty-five." 
Several Senators expressed 
strong reservations about this first 
move by the University Budget 
Committee. Neither the AAUP or 
the students were offically 
informed. "It is not up to 
department chairmen which 
facul,ty are dropped, but mostly 
Rank - and Tenure Committee," 
explained'iCO&tello. -"You are not 
only ·:tal!tiiig .. about losing good 
teachers; bufinore students getting 
closed out of classes and larger Government Treasurer Denny 
classes," said President. Mark Eckhart said that "what they said 
Thir<?n· . " · · last spring and what they will 
Th1ron continued, It would seem show you are two different things." 
to me, out of common courstey, 
important to inform the students; 
but the students weren't, they 
never are." 
Senator Rick Gedman felt this 
"concerns the students" and they 
should have some influence in 
deciding who is dropped. Several 
other senators were critical of the 
senority system and· felt an 
evaluation by the students should 
be taken into consideration. 
The Senate discussed the 
possibility of looking into the 
financial records of the University, 
to determine if a cut-back would be 
possible in other areas. President 
Thiron said there are "other 
frivlous and unnecessary expenses 
that could be cut." Last spring the 
student body was promised access 
to these records. Student 
He asked to see the University's 
books earlier in the year, on 
Student Government business. 
Denny went on to say "by asking to 
see these things you are asking to 
see how they run the university; 
with travel expenses, the slush 
fund and miscellanous accounts." 
"These guys, the Jesuits," said 
Senator John Ryan, ''made a vow 
of poverty and it seems like it's far 
from it." Father Felton and other 
administrators have been invited 
to the next Senate meeting to 
clarify the issue for the students. 
Rev .. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J. 
Academic Vice-President Husman Rector Resigns 
Treasurer Denny Eckart reported 
to the Senate that the Chicago 
concert made a net profit of 
$8,026.80, allowing for tickel 
refunds of $350.00. The current 
debt to the University of $2,000.00 
will be paid. The sale of advertising 
space in the 1970-71 Student 
Directory will amount to $1,400, 
O'Callaghan Informs AAUP 
_Of Xavier Faculty Cuts 
by DENNY KING 
In response to recent findings of the cost analysis 
study, Rev. Jeremiah J. O'C~llaghan, Academic Vice-
President, made it known .to the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) at Xavier that there 
would be a cut in the current faculty membership. 
by BOB HERRING 
The reinstatement of Bob Dillion 
as Hall Director of Husman Hall 
and the resignation of Father 
Mc William as· the rector climaxed a 
week of excitement for the dorm 
students at Xavier. 
· The crux of the issue was 
Dillion's right's as an employee of 
the university. Speaking at an 
e~ergency meeting of the Student 
Senate over a week ago Dillion 
The cut will include anywhere 
between eleven and twenty of the 
university's present staff, and the 
majority of the cut will be in the 
Arts and Science College. 
with other courses in the said: "I have been operating on the 
curriculum and thereby reduce the principle expressed to me at least 
number of courses operating in the twice by Ray Guye (former and at 
red. The cut may also have a direct present acting Directory of 
relation to forthcoming changes in Housing) that the office and the 
core curriculum. rooms up there were mine to do 
The particular non-tenure faculty with what I wanted, were not 
members who will be involved were Specifics of the decision as to considered part of the dormitory 
notified Dec. 1 that their contracts which faculty members will be and in Mr: Guye's words: "an off 
with. the university may not be dropped and the procedure campus apartment on campus!" 
continued . for the following involved in this decision were, at A problem arose when Father 
academic year. the time of the News deadline, McWilliam, obtaining a key from 
Specific names have been held to extremely vague. At that time, Dillion, found a girl in his room. 
protect those non-tenure members proposed administrators (Fr. Feeling that Dillion had violated 
who wished to wave their right of Felton, Mr. Boymer, Fr. university policy, McWilliam 
notification in an effort to secure O'Callaghan the Head of the subsequently asked for his 
placementelsewhere. Budget Com~ittee and the Head resignation. Resident student 
One of the principle reasons for of Rank and 'Tenure) were reaction w~s immediate McWilla~m 
the cut is to eliminate those which approached in an effort to secure ~as hung 10 ~ffigy an~ a food not 
have ten or fewer students in the their attendance at a meeting of the 10 the cafeten~ later 10 the week 
class or to somehow combine them Student Senate Monda:v nilfht. · caused $108.0<hn damage. 
But at the emergency meeting of leaving $10,000 in the Student 
the Student Senate. an atmosphere Government Account. At the start 
of calm prevailed. Said Student of the year Student Government . 
Body President Mark Thiron: had debts totaling $5,000. This· 
"This matter right now is means that in three months, a net 
temporarly suspended until such gain of $15,000 has been realized 
time the parties directly involved · by Student Government. 
can sit down and consider the 
action that was taken." 
Thiron was not the only one who 
called for a moratorium. In a 
prepared statement read by Thiron, · 
The Senate voted not to send 
representatives to the Student-
Jesuit Conference at Spring Hill 
(Co~tinued on page 7) 
McWilliam said: "Because of the Pre-Law Meets 
intense feelings presently being 
manifested, such an encounter 
(between McWilliam and the 
students) might provoke you to a 
needless expression of passion." He 
further called for "a temporary 
state of suspension to allow time to 
think about what has transpired." 
- Confusion was evident on just 
exactly what are jobs of the Hall 
Director and the Rector. No 
solutions were immediately evident 
at the meeting. 
In private negotations this past 
week with the parties directly 
concerned, a solution was 
hammered, but the exact details 
are being kept confidential 
temporarily. 
ThiS' Mondav 
The St. Thomas More ~re-Law 
Society will hold a meeting next 
Monday, December 14, at 1:30 P.M. 
in the Cash Room of Logan Hall. 
The new constitution and 
amendments will be explained and 
discussed with the membership. 
There will also be a group 
counseling session concerning the 
Law School Admission Test. All 
students who have taken this test 
are invited to share their 
observations with those who will 
take the test later this month. All 
pre-law students are encouraged to · 
attend. 
News Investigation 
Xavier··. Illegal Drug Traffic Thrives 
by GARY REED Among Xavier's male suppliers. "By-in-large, there are only two enrolled at Xavier and operates 
Drug abuse is rampant on this population, most students who Secondly, small timers make drugs organized crime is interested from an off campus base, 
campus and growing worse, with have tried drugs probably had their control difficult because they in," this aggressive, outspoken supplying users in the dorms . 
. this year's crop of incidents first experience because they were usually will not sell outside their attorney asserts, "hashish ·and This incident has not been 
significantly higher than in coaxed to try "pot or "hash" by circle of friends, . making heroin." , confirmed by the Dean of Students 
previous years. With this in mind, a pals, either on campus or at home apprehension nearly impossible. "The cake form of hashish comes . Office which keeps confidential all 
team of News investigators last during vacation periods and week- Thirdly, these "dealers" make from Lebanon and the Onent information given it privately.) 
week turned its attention to the ends, although increasingly apprehension of the suppliers and generally," he added. But Another ring of this type 
availability of illegal drugs on freshmen students coming to pushers more difficult because they Mestemaker, who pros~cuted operates out of Brockman and 
campus. Here are its findin"s: . Xavier are already "experienced." front for them not only in selling nearly ~ drug cases last year, Kuhlman and reputedly receives 
There are t~ree to five XaVIer These on-campus "d~alers," most drugs, but also in perpetrating the points out that hashish can be and week!~· shipments from an out-of-~tudents operat10g as drug pushers of whom have their own off· myth of the guy who gets caught is processed locally by non· twon source. 
1n a web of off-campus on-campus campus sources; are the chief the first time and is punished like syndicated groups I . • h' 'd 'd d g tr ffic These students have l" f d · · . · n s112te 01 t 1s eVJ ence, ev1 ence 
ru a . . . . supp 1ers o rugs on campus. an actual pusher. Dealers find it d h ti h' h · · · l· k 1 d • 
access to any drug-10clud10g Frequently they bring their 1 ti 1 t . th Thus, the heavy deman e1·e or w 1c 1s ta1r .I common now e ge heroin and a certain exotic Turkish products-;eefers or tabs of acid or re a vehy efasyh 1° ffig~ml de "pot" probably never reaches amor.g the hall st,ffs of the three 
. kn · · . . . sympat Y 0 sc 00 0 cia s an d' ted utlets However local dorm1'ton'es, most students refuse hallucmogen of un own mgre- pills-to XaVJer when returnmg J'udges and this sympathy has a syn ica 0 • • • 
dients - that any Xavier dorm from home Others pick up their • . h h d police report frequent cases of to believe that. there are any actual 
. h · way of protectmg t e ar er small groups of five or six pushers involved Likewise few 
student is hkely to av_e. nerve goods through Clifton or Mt. elements who plead for "equal" t d ts l'k t ·d •t th t :.h d 
enough to try. In addition to Adams contacts. Only a minority treatment. · individuals who join forces to cash s u e~ . 1 e o a ?11 . a ~r 
supplying their own needs and the are exclusively supplied by the Th lti te f th "ll' 't in on the lucrative profits of the stuff hke herom 1s easily 
. . e u ma source 0 e 1 lCl d t d available And in fact News 
needs of a close circle of friends, elite, hard-core, user-pushers drugs smuggled into the residence rug ra e. · · • • · 
these pushers in tum make their enrolled at Xavie~ as students. halls is difficult to determine, but An example of this· type of small reporter~ h~ve been ~n~ble .to tum 
wares availllble to a much larger These. small timers, whose own local law enforcement officers "organized crime" was. broken up upl h~ s1hnghe case o. ero1~ uhse, 
number of"dealers "I drug abuse ranges from occasional . ta. th t t . . here last year-temporarily-when a t oug t ey were given a num er 
A "dealer" in th~ parlence of the highs to two or three times a week :am h:n. t ath" mos ~a~a~a a ·student learned that his of rumors and leads to the effect 
drug sub-culture is anyone who make the problem of drug controi roug 1~.0 fl is. are~his 0~. Y roommate and several of his that there are at least rare or 
sells J'ust enough "stuff' to be able excrutiatingly difficult First groK wtn,k cI ied. Y in . e d 1?· roommate's friends were planning' isolated instances among both 
. · • en uc y- n uma region, an 1s X · • I d f l 
topayforhisowndrugusewithout becausetherearesomanyofthcm tl' ked 'th d' ted . tohaveaJargesupplyofmariJ'uana av1ers mae an emae 
· . . · no 10 w1 syn 1ca cnme. I · 
engaging in drug sale on a full-time Probably as many as three "Not as much is coming ·in from brought in from Arizona. This popu ation. 
basis. Dealers usually sell only to hundred resident students have Mexico and Viet Nam as student reported what he had Are illegal drugs available at 
friends or close acquaintanc~s! ~nd access off campus to drugs, previously," Assistant Hamilton learned to Dean of Students Xavier? Every member of the News 
yet are probably able to 101tlate although most of these students County Prosecuting Attorney Patrick Nally, according to the investigating team working on 
far more students into th~ wierd obviously are often not dealers. Mestemaker told this reporter in an student's own account of the drugs has been told by a different 
world of drug abuse than the most ·They are usually only users or exclusive interview December 2. incident to the News. student, "I can get you any kind of 
flourishing "pusher" could hope to former users-or potential users. Mestemaker attributes this decline Subsequently, his roommate drug you want. It just depends on 
entice-for precisely the reason And some dealers on this campus to Operation· Intercept, a federal voluntarily left the dorm. But the what you want and how long it will 
that it is "among friends." probably rely· solely on on-campus program. · same student drug offender is still take to get'it." 
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The News will not publish letters which violate 
charity and· good tu&e. Letters containing 
objectionable sections will not be printed in whole or 
in part. Because of space limitations, the News will 
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words. 
Letters will not be published uniess they have been 
silJDed by the writers. If a writer wishes his name 
withheld, the editors will comply. 
Opinion 
..... ..., :i ..... -.,..;..._, •. , .. ~ . .:...- • .._ ... ·. -· . 
The Xavier New• is published during the aehool 
- - • - - ·year· -except during .vaciatiori and examination' 
periods by Xavier University, Hamilton County, 
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $3.00 per year. 
Page · . Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879. Letters should be. addressed to the 
Editor and mailed to the News in care of the Xavier 
University Center. · 
Administration Fumbles, 
Faculty ''11'' Penalized 
1. 
Questionn~ire 
Check the appropriate answer: 
Many students were dismayed to return 
from their Thanksgiving vacation and 
discover that the contracts of several 
faculty members had not been renewed 
for the coming year. Although this action 
does not exclude the possibility of their 
return, it . does place their future 
employment here in an extremely 
precarious position. 
The dropping of these faculty members 
. was attributed to. the recent findings of a 
cost analysis study. The Xavier News is 
the first to applaud econom1z1ng, 
especially in a time of financial crisis, but 
we must question the areas in which this 
economizing took place. 
Teaching is the primary function of 
a µniversity, and therefore it should 
be the last area to be trimmed for 
purely economic reasons. Again the 
News must question the value system 
of a university which drops a dozen 
teachers for financial reasons, yet 
.continues to pour money into · a 
football program of dubious quality. 
Of course, the cost analysis study may 
also suggest the elimination of, or radical 
cutbacks in, programs of less crucial 
importance to the goals of the university. 
If financial adjustments are necessary, 
they should extend to all areas of the 
university. Unnecessary administrators 
should be as subject to dismissal as 
unnecessary teachers. 
Another area under question in this 
incident is the rank and. tenure system. 
All the instructors dropped were low in 
total time spent at the university. If a 
university must trim its faculty for 
financial reasons, it is academically 
questionable whether this should be done 
in terms of length of service rather than 
teaching ability 
2. 
Although the faculty evaluatiOn 
program in process this week will 
certainly not be an absolutely accurate 
measure of teaching ability, it could prove 
to be an important guideline in this area. 
·Perhaps the university could. develop a · 3· 
system which would retain seniority but 
at the same time would place more 
. emphasis on scholarly work, contribution 
to the university, and evaluation by 
students in assigning tenure. 
The faculty itself has expressed 
discontent over the abrupt manner in 
which these instructors were informed 
about the non-renewal of their contracts. 
The university will experience difficulty 
in attracting competent faculty and 
students, in seeking a higher level of 
quality education, and in achieving its 
over-all academic goals if it continues to 
alienate both faculty and students in this 
map.ner. 
-PAM 
Editorials, columns, and 
·feature articles which 
appear in this publicatiOn 
do not necessarily reflect 
the policies opinions of the 









a. I think Intervisitation is a good idea. 
b. I think Intervisitation is a naughty idea. 
c. Why doesn't someone do something so that the guys can 
visit our rooms? 
Have you read the Intervisitation Proposal? 
a. Yes, I have. 
b. No, I have not. 
c. No, but I saw the movie. 
Intervisitation means 
a. Parietel hours. 
b. Fornication. 
c. Both of the above . 
Check the appropriate answer: 
a. I am a virgin .. 
b. I am not a virgin. 
c. I'm not sure, 
I would favor: 
a. A sleep-in to press for our demands. 
b. A sleep-in to press for Intervisitation. 
c. A panty raid. 
I think: 
a. Xavier students are old enough to know better. 
b. Xavier students are too young to resist. 
c. Xavier students would rather drink. 
Most of my friends feel: 
a. It's a serious occasion for sin. 
b. It's a chance to prove their level-headedness and mature 
sense of responsibility.as young adults and students at a 
Catholic college. 
c. It's harder to do in an automobile. 
The best solution would be: 
a. Pass Intervisitation. 
b. Ask my mother about it. . . 
c .. Sell contraceptives in'the Bo~kstor~: 
Alumni would probably react to Intervisitation with: 
a. shock and disappointment. 
b. A favorable response and an understandable attitude. 
c. obscene phone calls. 
For allowing this article to be printed, the editors should be: 
a. hung, drawn and quartered. 
b. drafted. 
c. made to read the rest of this issue of the Xavier News. 
Student State of University Address 
.. 
· I _J'~tte rs l<) t 11 t~ E( Ii Lor 
The following is a letter sent to all faculty members and administrators by Student 
Government President Mark Thiron concerning recent administration policy. The letter is 
being reprinted with the approval of Mark Thiron . 
Dear Member of the Xavier Community: 
"Loving Commu.nity" 
Editor: 
Saturday, November 14, I was 
quietly told that I had just lost 
three very dear friends in an 
airplane crash in Huntington, West· 
Virginia. I cried and reached out 
for someone to tell me it wasn't 
true. I needed God and friends as 
I've never needed them before: My 
first thought was of Bellarmine 
Chapel and the community of 
Sunday night I've learned to 
cherish. 
I stayed with friends Sunday as I 
waited for Sunday night. At 
Bellarmine, I found more friends 
who loved Jack, Bob, and Mark; I 
found football players who felt the 
loss of fellow football players; but 
most important of all, I found a 
community of people who cared. 
I'm sorry Bob Heleringer wasn't 
there to see God alive. Whereas 
Father Bischoff"s sermon gave me 
strength, the Sign of Peace passed 
from i>erson to person reminded me 
that all men live side by side in 
love, both in Heaven and on earth. 
Yes, God had called us to His 
room to be alive and to share our 
love. We cel'ebrated a living liturgy 
of Sacrafice and Resurrection. 
I thank all who were at 
Bellarmine Sunday because you 
brought new hope to thos~ who 
needed it so badly. 
I hope there will always be· a 
living, loving community at · 
Bellarmine for those in need. 
Thanks Father B. 




Let me take a moment to call to 
the attention of the student body 
the much-improved stock of 
modern and contemporary 
fiction-American, British, and 
continental-now available in the 
bookstore. There is indeed good 
reading for a variety of tastes. 
Besides the complete works of 
authors like F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
current writers like William 
Burroughs and John Barth are also 
represent.eel.. Mr. Wintz is to be 
commended for his attempt to 
make a wider selection of fiction 
· available to the Xavier community. 
John R. 'Getz 
Instructor in English 
Many of you have expressed great concern and actual dismay regarding my recent letter 
to Father Buschmann which appeared in the December 2nd issue of the Xavier News. Let 
me begin by saying that this communication was an honest and sincere expression of 
current student opinion regarding many of the present policies at Xavier. This letter was 
the culmination of our repeated frustration in nearly every endeavor of change so far this 
year. 
Believe me when I say that we have exhausted our lines of communication to top 
administration. We have not forsaken these channels and we will continue to use them, 
but I must be emphatic when I say that in order to provide any response from the present 
administration we must confront them with a threat. I am not advocating a violent threat, 
nor will I ever, but it has been too 1;>bvious. for too long that normal dialogue is 
unproductive and void of results. 
Censorship is becoming rampant on this campus; dormitory living is deplorable and 
dehumanizing; study facilities are lacking; socialization opportunities are next to nill; 
recruiting tactics are unethical; minority rights have been ilJDored; and despite our 
frequent innovative attempts, academic and intellectual growth have been stifled. The 
recent cutback in faculty amounts to what I consider an academic state of emergency. This 
imprudent action clearly indicates to us not only grossly misplaced priorities, but also a 
definite lack of understanding of the University's mission. 
There are many more contentions involved and implied in the preceding para.rraph 
which would be impossible to mention here. However, I would like to extend an invi~tion 
to all faculty and administration members to attend a Student State of the University 
Address sponsored by Student Government on Wednesday, December 16th at 1:30 f'·~· .in 
· ·the University Center Theatre. Hopefully, this occasion will provide us with a glln11in.e 
opportunity for an exchange of ideas. Perhaps then you will, at least, understan~.if !lot 
agree with the stand Student Government has taken. . , ... 
Let me end by saying that I appreciate your many concems regarding my letter.,MY 
only regret is that most of you did not contact me personally. Finally, Student Government 
is most appreciative of your fine cooperation with our faculty evaluation. We hope this 
venture will prove successful ancl advance in quality as time goes on. · 
Thank you for your time and consideration. More information conCerning the Student 






····Ode to Father McWilliam 
Visitors Policy 
p .... 
Permission of the residence hall Intervisitation is not permitted in. 
director is required for visitors to . residence halls except in reception ~ .. "':~-:0::':::':':-:'.":' ... ---:'.:-:~----..;..----_;---------------J stay in the residence hall · areas and when permission is 
· The Animals have prevailed,. shirts. Window signs-many make any public decision on the overnight. Students are responsible given for an open house by the 
Evil has triumphed over Good, containing the foulest of matter-whether via the rostrum or for the behavior of their guests dean of stude~ts. 
and Xavier'• ra•idly deteri- obscenities-sprouted quicker than the walls. while they are on campus. _Student Handbook 6rat~n1 supply of Dipity has Jack's Beanstalk. The entire 
diminished even further. campus was subjected to a paint I, AS A CHRISTIAN AND A 
Succumbing to the pressures and campaign-the Kida. obviously XAVIER STUDENT, PUBLICLY 
the demands of the Irate. Muskies, preferring to. plead their case CONDEMN AND DEPLORE THE WHOLESALE CAMPAIGN OF 
Rev. James McWilJiam has indelibly on the wans. A throwback VITUPERATION AND DEFAMA· 
formally departed, bag and ·to more primitive times, Father TION THAT WAS CALLOUSLY. 
baggage, for greener pastures; McWiJJiam- was even hanged in DIRECTED AT FATHER Mc· 
accompanied by the gleeful hoots effigy, truly a lasting testimony to WILLIAM. 1 am further outraged 
and howls of his detractors. All I the gross immaturity of the Fagins. that . the Administration and the 
can say is: Good Luck, Father, and On the Monday night (at 5:32) after other Dorm Rectors did not fly to. 
may you never again be so Thanksgiving, there was a · · the defense of Father McWiJliam. 
unfortunate as to walk into another demonstrative "food fight" in the 
nightmarish; He!Jish quagmire cafeteria, the wasted contents of As rector of Husman Hall, 
that is Xavier-especially the which could have easily fed a sman Father McWi!Jiam had a 
Husman Han division. army of starving East Pakistanis. tremendous job to do. He didn't cop 
Later that night (10:30), there was out like Father Bischoff did over at I never knew the man personany. K hi H h 
an "Emergency Meeting of the u man all. Fat er B. made it Having lived in Husman Zoo last · Student Senate" which, of course, explicitly dear at the beginning of year, I became acquainted with h · h h 
was transfigured into a pep rally t e' year t at e was "definitely him only as a faithful priest. It was · · · · b d for the Haters. Our President, Mark. not gonig to e a iscipJinarian." I there, in the sman confines of the Thiron, vaJiently tried to read a guess responsibility is too much for 
chapel one Sunday afternoon, that 1 b F h M W'll statement from Father McWiJliam. some peop e, ut at er c 1 iam Father McWilliam said: "There is h Id ed. d They snorted and snarled at every s ou er his an , whether the 
no reverence in the world anymore,· l'k 't t h d'd h' · b comma, really not caring what the purgers 1 e 1 or no , e 1 lS JO 
not only for the Church, but for all h fi H h d h 
man. had to say. Finany, the as e saw t. e a enoug institutions. There isn't even any b kb k h -
Pseudo-defendent, Mr. Dillion, ac one to ma e t e necessary reverence for fellow human d · · d • spoke to the mob. DiJlion, evidently ec1s1ons an wasn t naive enough beings." Truer words were never b h possessed of a more sensible mien, to worry a out w at a gaggle of 
spoken. As events turned out, t d th h 
expressed his own ap· pallment at s u ents o~g t. Father McWiJJiam's prophetic 
words, uttered so innocently, came the melodrama that had unfolded But then, these sterling quaJi-
back to haunt him-savagely. during the day. As I recall, he said: ties as exemplified by Father 
"If you're here to help me that's McWilliam, are to be scorned to-
Briefly, the facts: During. the fine, but if you're here just to jump day. Yes, the students will not be . 
Thanksgiving break, Fr. McWil-· on the bandwagon,· then forget it." totally happy until they procure 
Ham made a report concerning And that, dear reader, was as a puppet that only they can ma-
the controversial activities of a forceful as he could get. Any nipulate. Then, their environ-
Mr. Bob Dillion, a popular Hus· stronger rhetoric employed by Mr. ment will be a blissful one, 
man proctor who had stayed over Dillion and they would have cried unimperiled by such Fascist ogres 
the holidays to watch (guard) for his blood. as Father McWilliam and his· 
the dorm. The rest, as you know, Now: After hearing the. trivial, superfluous "rules" (Ugh!). 
is history. Action was taken superficial facts myself, I just 
against Mr. Dillion and the hey- admit that I sympathize with Mr. 
enas went on the warpath. With a Dillion's plight. But it most 
relish, the combatants hastily dyed assuredly is not my privilege or 
revolutionary red fists to their T· any any other student's to judge or 
I, for one, will deeply miss the · 
sincerety, the fortitude, and the 
wisdom of Father James 
McWilliam. I pray to God I am not 
ltlone. 
fTim Tehan 
· _ Perko DiscUsses 
Interview Column J 
Xavier Education 
Xavier News reporter Tim contact with another segment of 
Teahan recently interviewed Mr. the university community, that 
Mike Perko, S.J., Assistant to the being the Jesuit segment. Outside 
Dean of Students, who joined the the university, I have noticed that 
Dean of Students staff this year. people, especially older ones, have 
fortunate to have a small 
undergraduate population. This 
fact is probably the· best of X's 
positive factors. In most cases, the 
larger the undergrad portion of a 
university is, the harder it is for the 
individual student to identify with 
the system. 
Mr. Perko attended Xavier a certain respect for the "Cult of the 
University but left in 1968 for coll~r·'.' I co?sider ~yself a 
Boston College, where he received _Chnst1an .who ls a Jesuit. I try to 
his degree and did graduate work. deal with people as one human to 
Mr. Perko was very active in the another human. Teahan: What was your role in 
student strike over a tuition raise at TEAHAN: As far as you have the strike in 1969? ' 
Be in April of 1970. As a result of been able to observe, has Xavier Perko: "At the time of the strike, I 
the strike, the tuition strike was cut been meeting it responsibility to ·was Chariman of the University 
considerably. Following are his thecommunity? Student Senate's Affairs 
~xplanations ?f t~e strike, his PERKO: I think progress is being Committee. In this postion, I acted 
invol~ement in it and other made, which is witnessed by the as a liason officer between the 
questions and answers. formation of the Office of undergraduate college and the 
Perko has always been interested University· and Urban Affairs in Graduate School. The Graduate 
in student affairs, which led to his 1969. The University is becoming Senate, of which I was also ·a 
presentassignment. more aware of outside member, passed a solidarity 
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., commintments, such as the Head agreement with the undergraduate 
former Vice-President of Student Start program, the Black Grammer cause. I was given a sort of an 
Affairs indicated to Mr. Perko that project, etc. . advisory role, making sure the 
there might be an opening in the : ! feel that Xavier could take more right i?,formation got to the right 
Dean of Students Office. After of a lead as a cultural center in people. · 
expressing interest in the job, he Cincinnati and also be more aware TEAHAN: Did you receive any 
was· interviewed by Mr. Patrick J. and responsive to the needs of the backlash or resentment from the 
·Nally, Dean of Students and hired. black community in which we live. administration or the faculty? 
TEAHAN: What exactly are your TEAHAN: What campus PERKO: "Yes and no. The 
duties aa Assis~t to the· Dean of organization do you feel is most faculty nominated a very 
Students? useful besides the Student Senate conservative slate for the Student 
PERKO: Generally, my duties 
consist of working on special 
·projects such aa Freshmen · 
Orientation, drug education, and 
others·. I also do some drdt 
oounseling. I 8Uppo11e, too, that you 
might consider just spending time 
~th people as a major part of the 
. job.: I also find time to teach 
··.Engli~h. 
· TEAHAN: -Do you feel yourself 
hanij>ered ·at all by bein«i a Jesuit 
ach~laatic in·the university? In the 
outaide world? 
PERKO: I don't feel that I am 
hampered by .. being a Jesuit 
1chola8tic. In fact, bein1 in the 
Jesuit community baa given me a 
in terms of meeting the needs of Senate, and aa a result, the faculty 
students? representation on the Senate waa 
PERKO: If I had to vote for any very. . c?naervatf,ve. . . !he 
one organization it would adm1mstration was sene1t1ve to proba~ly be the SCC (Students for the whole eitu.ation in a good aense. 
a Christian Community). I'm After ~he strike, ~hey were much. 
convinced that one direction a more m tune with the student 
concern." university has to take is to become 
leBB of a neo·pagan institution and TEAHAN: Were you pleaeed 
much more Christian if it Joi~ ·to .. with the r,eeults or the strib? ~- , : . 
call itself a. Christian upi~nity.. . ·'~: ~- . , · · , "t.:;'.·:i,'t:'.'.'.;· 
The SCC ia doin1 .-ethin1•· .. P~R:i<~=.:::.;1'te,.d~,':~(:~ 
positive to bring this a~ut OJI XU'a .¥t1on ~;; ~as · ~;;~J_l.:.Jf8·t 
campus. . i"!portant; ~~ then agasn q.:'.t~. a 
TEAHAN: Do you feel that" minorfa_ct,_'"'()t wu a ~,Jact 
. . because It lliaelaM for the fij;f jme Xavier would benefit from baV1n1 a be · ·o1~· . · ·· -•· 0 _ _. __ ·: 1,·~' 
d d ul . ti· ? mem n ·' ·'UOJ1KVR·"~e larger un ersra. uate po~ •. on . communitY, :.· , ,., ally Ii~ to 






Your choice of a company to investyourself in must 
be made carefully. And after all that care, your de-
cision must feel right, too. 
Before you get to the "decide now!" phase, be sure 
to take a careful look at Ashland Oil, Inc. It may help 
you make the right decision. 
And that's what we're asking you to do. Look us over. 
WHO ARE WE? - Ashland Oil, Inc. is a 44-year-old, 
rapidly growing, petroleum company (sales of over 
one billion dollars) with major diversification into 
chemicals, plastics, synthe_tics and many other indus-
trial and commercial fields. Consumer product lines 
range from tires to fiberglass pleasure boats. 
WHAT DO WE OFFER?-An uncommon variety of 
growth-oriented opportunities in major professicnal 
areas, an outstanding advancement policy based on 
individual ability, a diverse array of affiliated com-
panies and separately operated divisions in every 
part of the country and global operations ranging 
from Lake Maracaibo to Bombay and Sydney, and 
more, much more. 
WHAT TYPE OF PROFESSIONALS ARE WE SEEKING? 
-ENGINEERS (CHEMICAL ENGINEERS for process re-
lated positions, MECHANICAL & CIVIL ENGINEERS 
for positions in our pipeline organization) SALES 
' PERSONNEL, ACCOUNT ANTS for positions in our 
Auditing Department, DATA PROCESSING SPECIAL-
ISTS and graduates in other professional fields. 
Before you make your big decision, give Ashland an 
opportunity to tell you more about itself and its 
goals. Make an appointment with the placement 
center. 
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10 
For interview appointment contact the Placement 
Office now! If unable to· arrange an interview, write 
for free brochure. 
Ashland 
Mr; Jim Sampsel~ Dept. CR.;.9 
· M~nager, Profes~it;ftai Recruiting 
'AS'HLAND O;iL, INC. 
1409 Winchester Avenue 
Ashland, Ky. 41101. 
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Strike Accents Poverty of Migrant Community 
' by MARY HA YES requests. They tried to force their Committee. The Kroger! Company, · 
In the Salinas Valley where 70% workers to accept ~ackd?or with 1,500 supermarkets sells non· 
of our country's lettuce is grown agreem~nts from an outside union · union lettuce, and therefore denies · 
over 5,000 farm workers began ~ thaTht didM nterot repCoresertnt Jthdem. the migrant farm worker the right 
. A e on ey u u ge, . 11 • b . · stnke on ugust 24, 1970, af~r Anthony Brazil, handed down a ot co ective argaining for just 
lett~ce gr?wers refused ~ recogmze court order forbiding the strikers to wages. 
their umon-The Unite? Farm ·exercise their constitutional right Please help farm workers ' 
Workers. They ~anted f~i~ wages picketting. It broke the strike. break th~ cruel cirde of ' 
and safe workmg conditions ~o The U.S. Department of Labor poverty. . Support their 
that .. they could care for their estimates that even if the wages of .selective boycott of All lettuce 
families. the farm workers were doubled and from California, Arizona and 
Conditions for them are so bad the full increase was passed on to New Mexico not bearing the 
that life expectancy for migrant the home maker, she would pay United Farm Workers Aztec 
farm workers in only 49 years, only a penny or two more for a eagle union label. Write to your 
while the average U.S. citizen lives head of lettuce. Actually the extra elected representatives in 
over 70 years. In return for the back money paid went to lettuce growers government about positive 
breaking work of cutting lettuce, and the middle man who deny farm let{islature for farm workers. 
they were paid only $1. 75 per hour workers their right to bargain If more information is wanted, 
by a multi-billion dollar business. collectively for fair wages and safe contact: Cincinnati Citiz~ms for the 
Although the strike is both just working conditions through a United Farm Workers, 1015 Vhe 
and effective, most lettuce growers union of their own choice-the Street, Room 706, Phone 421·1846 
· refuse their workers' reasonable United Farm Workers Organizing or621·3432. 
•coc1-Cola" and "Cok•" ar• realatered tr9d•markl which 1c1enllfy lh• 11me p;~uct of The Coca-Cola Company. 
·aotti:..i 'uiuier· ~~thorlty of The C~ca-C~la. C~mpany by: 1--· · ·· · 
·The Coca-Cola Bottlintl' Worka Company, Cincinnati ·.,. 
. -~ - ...... -·-· -----. 
··- . ·•. . • ... . ·'"""I:-·--·-- .... ~ 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~llil-llilllli ........ 
We're On Campus-The Student Union Bldg. 
. i . 
11Jhe· funniest movie I've seen this. 
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~l .. 11"9 • 
richard benjamin ~4i~ frank langella carrie snodgress 6!~ACE STREET 
;PART TIME· JOBS 
3 TO 11 SHIFT 
Work Any Two Evenings· 
Plus Saturday Day: Shift 
$76 per week Salary 
Call 621-4924 . 
Student Director 
Wish vou were here. 
wasserman 
&a!S race S1:111at 
. Jewelers for one eneration. Yours. 
XAVIER ·UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 9, 1970 Page 7 
Selective Service Revises· 
Reclassification Deaidline 
Registrants wishing to" drop The announce~ent is contained 
deferments and be reclassified into in instructions issued to local board 
Class I-A status .to take advantage per~onnel by Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, 
of a year-end pobcy announced last National Director of Selective 
month by the Selective Service Service. These instructions alter 
System, have been given until previous policy which stated that 
midnight, December 31, 1970, to file the application had to be in the 
for the r~lassification. Such hands of local board personnel 
requests must be received by local prior to a December meeting of the 
boards by that date or carry a local board. 
postm~rk dated December 31, 1970 In particular, the instruction to 
or earher. local boards will be of interest to 
Budget Action 
(Continued from page 3) 
men who hold high numbers in the 
1970 draft lottery. Should a young 
man hold a number higher than 
that reached by his local 
board-and No. 195 has been set as 
College in Mobile, Alabama. Mark the highest number which any 
Thiron said "I was there last year local board can reach-it is to his 
and its not worth a thing. It's advantage to voluntarily give up 
dumb." Senator Drew McLandrick his deferment for a I-A 
explained the reason Xavier didn't classification. In these cases, he 
follow through to bring the will move to a lower draft priority 
Conference back to the University group on January 1, 1971 with 
was the representatives' other members of the 1970 first 
disappointment in the presentation priority group with unreached 
and the format of last year's numbers. 
Student-Jesuit Conference at John While recognizing that young 
Carrol University. men holding lottery numbers over 
. their local board "high" could 
A s~b-committee to study Home effectively limit their vulnerability 
Rule .in the Donna was fo~ed ~n to the draft by being classified into 
Presid~nt Mark . Th~.ron s I-A by the year's end, Dr. Tarr 
suggestion. Its purpose is to draw stated that "the law allows young 
up a proposal tha~ ~ould. change men to elect whether they will 
the .sty.le ,, of. hv~ng m the apply for a deferment and those 
dorrmtones, sllld Thiron. Sena~rs young men granted deferments 
B~b Hu~bard, Drew McLandnch, should be able to drop them if they 
Mike King, John Coleman and desir " 
John Ryan were appointed. They e. . . 
were urged to investigate the hall Dr. Tarr sllld the new pohcy was 
staff having complete authority, issued because various boards 
which "is true at most universities throughout the country were 
but not here " said Thiron. A scheduling their last meetings of 
budget will be ~ubmitted in order to the ~ear at <f!fferent times. By 
bring in students and defimnf! a specific cutof! date, the 
administrators from other new pohcy allows all registrants an 
. , Elections 
Elections will be held Wednesday 
and Thursday, December 16 and 
17, 1970 for the University Senate 
and the Student Senate. 
Eight seats are open on the 
Student Senate. Seats for Arts & 
Science Commuter, Arts & Science 
Dorm Student; Business 
Administration Commuter, and 
Business Administration Dorm 
Student are to be filled on the 
University Senate. 
All candidates should have 
prepared statements of not more 
than 250 words into the Xavier 
News office by Sunday, December 
13, 1970; 9:00 p.m. to the News 
Editor. 
Any student who has lived for 
one semester in the dorms is 
considered a resident student in the 
University Senate balloting. 
Drugs Policy 
Xavier students should realize 
that the possession, use or 
distribution of illegal and 
dangerous drugs is a criminal 
offense. The university is prepared 
to take disciplinary action, up to 
and including dismissal, against 
any student found to be involved in 
the possession, use or distribution 
of illegal and dangerous drugs. 
Taking drugs may involve 
students in psychological dangers 
and contacts with criminal sources. 
The university also recognizes that 
students who have taken drugs 
may need and wish to seek 
counseling. Students are reminded 
that the university physicians and 
psychologists are available for 
such help. 
universities. "A lot of details will be equal amount of time ~ ~ke 
worked out" such as hours, advantage of the reclassificationl. lll!l!!l!l!!llllllllll!!l!l!!llllllll!!lllllll!!! 
lti te 'b'l't . th offer u ma respons1i1y m e p'· th · thi r dorms, and intervisitation revious .0 c anging s po icy 
1 dedPr 'd tTh' on dropping of deferments, 
cone u esi en iron. registrants holding deferments 
The Senators agreed not to vote were generally unable to 
on a resolution supporting the voluntarily relinquish them as long 
reinstatement of Husman Hall as they continued to meet the 
Director, Bob Dillion. Senator Mike criteria for deferment, except at the 
Coffey said the Senators "can't end of the deferment period when 
make a recomendation because we they could cancel them simply by 
hJlve heard only one side." Senator not submitting the nece.ssary 
Bob Hubbard expressed his documents for an exten11ion. 
opinion that "the position of any Th t f d fi t ffi ted 
rector in any dorm will be taken e ypes 0 e ermen s a ec. 
· t 'd t' b th D f by the memorandum are high 
m o consi era ion y e ean o h 1 d ll d fi Student Affairs. I don't think that sc 00 . an co ege e ermen.ts, 
t th t th· b occupational deferments, paternity ~ ! momen any mg can e and hardship deferments. The 1-Y 
one. classification, unacceptable for 
Senator Drew McLandrich military service except in national 
brought his Salary Proposal up for emergency, is not affected by this 
discussion, which would possibly new policy. Men classified 1-Y are 
eliminate the Yearbook and not able to voluntarily drop this 
Newspaper Editors' salaries of classification .. 
$250 per year as well as the salaries Dr. Tarr pointed out that all 
of President & Vice-President of deferments are issued for limited 
Student Senate. However, the periods of time, generally for one 
Secretary would receive $100 per year, and that it is the 
month; the Treasurer $50 per responsibility of the registrant to 
month;.the.Publicity Chairman $20 submit documentation for an 
per month and the Social extension of his deferment. In the 
Chairman would be paid $100 per absence of documentation, the new 
event. ' · Local Board Memorandum 
'.All of these changes will be retro- 'instruc~s loc~l board~ to prompt~y 
active to September 1970 if reclassify registrants mto I-A. This 
accepted by the Senate. A final vote mea?s that ~egistrants wishing to 
will be taken Monday, December 7, contl~ue their defer~ents shou.ld. 
at the next Student Senate meeting. submit documentation to their 
boards . 
.. ::-::·.. ,~~-··. : .. ::.-~ 
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'.SKI where its happening!. 
;snow trails MANSflllD 
Chair • T-Bars • Tows • Snow Machines • Night Skiing ..... 8l @3 
Swiss Barn Daylodge • Fireplace Lounges • Hot Food \lY 
Wi~e •Beer •.Live fnterta!nmen.t I POSSUM RUN ROAD 
Ski Shop• Ski School• Ski Patrol ~;::i=~llll::=~-~~-~~"-~·"'· ,..,,......,...,~~,,,_.,.. 
Rentals• Toboggan Run• Fun - "'"'"- .-,=·-{·:.~c;;; 
FREE FOLDER! Write snow Trails, " '=-
Box 160, Mansfield, Ohio 44901 
or call (419) 522·7393 . - • . .. - -
FORUM CLUB a APARTMENTS 
• Student Lease's (3·6·9-Months) 
• Located 10 Minutes from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished 8t Unfurnished 
• First Half Month's Rent Free 
717 Dixmyth 'Avenue:-Open 1 O a.m.· 7 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.-Sunday .12. 4 
Call: 662-7777 (After 7 p.m. 861-4530) 
Give Her The Ring 
She Really Wants. 
You know she'd really rather have 
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews . 
and when you check our prices you'll 
find them well within your budget. 
Of course, we offer divided payments 
with no finance charges. 
The set shown is $225. 
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XU Gains Win, 72-69 
. ·- '~" - : 
MUSKIES' :(lfthwN KNtGuTs 
- ·----· · by BOB HY.LE 
The Xavier Musketeers shook 
their opening night jitters and 
roared past the Bellarmine 
Knights, 72-69, on Saturday night. 
Shooting a phenomenal 36 of 60 
for 60% from the field the Muskies 
·made it look far easier than the 
score showed. The win pushed the 
Xavi~r record to 1·1. 
Captain Jerry Helmers once 
again played a steady game. He 
scored 24 and picked off ten 
rebounds to lead Xavier in both 
departments. 
Coach Karjack said, "Jerry 
Helmers in my eyes is a superstar, 
You don't think about him, he just 
gets the job done." 
: one point at 16-i5 and Xavier called 
time. 
Two sophomores for ,Xavier 
brought the lead back up though. 
Bob Petrowski and Bob Fullorton 
each hit on two baskets and 
Helmers and Doug Alt p~t in one 
apiece to bring it up to 28-15. 
The remainder of the half was 
even until Linneman and George 
Duncan cut the lead to eight. 
Helmers and Petrowski got it back 
to 12 points as the half ended 
Xavier 44-B~llarmine 32. 
. Helmers !and Rusty Blossom, 
who hit 7 for 7 from the field, kept 
the Knights away at the beginning 
of the second half. The two 
combined for 11 of the first 13 
points the Muskies scored in the 
half. . Xavier started out str9ng. They 
Jumped off to a 16-5 lead in the first 
six minutes, but then the Knights The most Xavier could get ahead 
started doing what · they ·would was 16 points ·a jump shot by 
continue to do all night, come back Petrowski. The Knights wouldn't 
fighting. quit though. Held and Linneman 
B II . J h Li cut the lead down to eight points. e armines o n nneman · 
Greg Held, and Ed Ward, all fro~ The Muskies caught fire though 
Cincinnati, cut the lead down to as Blossom scored on a fast break 
. ·and.was fouled. He missed the shot 
but Fullarton got the rebound and 
sank a jump shot. On the same 
Fullarton. Leads x u Rebounding Corps play Tom Binegar was fouled and 
. converted both shots on the one-
B b "d h d" d d t be · . . ho and-one bonus. o sat e was very 1sgus_te eserves o captain, every dy . 
In the 1969-70 basketball season with his six point, seven rebound on the team looks up to him." This gave Xavier a 14 point lead 
the Xavier Musketeers won five performance in the opening game that was too much for Bellarmine 
by BOB HYLE 
and lost twenty. On this team the loss to Aquinas. "It was a typical ~e rest ?f the starters .. also ~ overcome. The Muskies went 
tallest starter was only 6,5,, This first game for a sophomore. I was ~~eived ~r~ise .fr;mAlr~~· Tom into a stall and the Knights cut the year the hopes fi · f 
1 
very,verynervous." inegar, es quic · . ig teams.lead,butthetimeranoutonthem. 
or a seccess u . . have a tall guard and when we . . 
season for the most part rest on the The Muskies were. 31 point need height we have Biney." 1:11~ ?nly bad point on the night's 
. shoulders of6'9" Bob Fullarton. favorif.es in the opener with . acti!1ties was the 26 ·turnovers by 
· ~: 
1 
Aquinas. Bob felt that the team Concerning his own play this Xavier. The Muskies won the battle 
might have felt better had they season he said "I'll have to on the boards with 44 rebounds to 
played a tougher team. "If we had concentrate on rebounds. I'd like to Bellarmine's 34. 
played a . tougher team, like get 15 or 16 a game at least. I'll Coach Krajack said, "We took 
Kentucky we would have known we have to get a lot rougher and get one basket at a time and we did not 
were in a ball game. mad. I play 1,t lot better wh;en I'm get frustrated. We took the better 
mad" h ts" Before the Bellarmine victory, · s o · 
· Rusty Blossom had 17 points and; 
nine' rebounds. Doug Alt had 13; 
points with eight rebounds and~ 
Bob Fullarton chipped in 12 points~ 
and eight rebounds. ·· 
Linneman lead. the Knights in: 
scoring with 18, War~ added 16. :. 
XU D .. opsOpeneiJ 
by TIM TEAHAN ., 
Coach George Krajack couldn't\ 
put . ·together a winning· 
combination last Tuesday night as ·, 
Xavier University dropped its 1970-: 
71 opener to Aquinas College of: 
Michigan, 81-69 before a crowd of· 
2,218. . . 
-Xavier played a ~trong first half 
pulling out in front at the start of 
the game by six points and keepjng 
within 4 · points of the Toms 
through.out the first half,. The 
visiting team left the floor at 
hal~me leading 36-34. · 
The seeoiid stanza was all 
Aquinas, however, as the Muskie. 
Machine stalled and the Toms 
steadily pulled away from Xavier. 
Junior forward Jerry. Helmers 
was high scorer, netting 23 points, 
while sophomores Doug Alt put in 
14. Leading scorer for Aquinas was 
Ted Simons, with 18 tallys. 
Xavier's five never got closer. 
than 7 points during the second 
half, the Toms scoring 10 points in 
the final three minutes to put the 
game out of reach. 
Krajack, after the loss, 
commented, "Its hard to describe 
. how I felt about the game. We 
practiced five or six weeks but we 
played like we had practiced. a 
week." 
"We'll have to work to improve 
and try to eliminate our mistakes,'' 
· said Krajack. 
Bob thought that it would be a key ·r--~-----------------------------------.... 
game. "I think that I'll play better 
and get my bearings." 
In that game Bob scored 12 
points and picked off eight 
rebounds. Coach Krajack said, "He 
grew up a lot in that game. 
Sometimes people say derogatory 
things, that upsets him and is very 
difficult." · 
"He's putting it up with 
confidence, he has a lot of strength 
and energy, but the doesn't have ·a 
soft touch. He is going to come 
along with each game, he'll get a 
lot of production and start 
penetrating more," said Krajack. 
About the yelling from the 
stands Bob said, "You don't listen 
: to them. You caQ't please everyone 
i in the house. I ·just have io be. 
.,j;," ready." 
.-:t;, .. 
'" The Appleton, Wisconsin native 
has a lot of respect for the juniors 
__ on the team especially Jerry 
Helmers. "He's our· leader. He's 
·constantly· hustling. He hustles 
·, m!J~~ than · anyone I've seen. He 
• . ---·· -·--··· ·------- ··•-4 ____ . 
Frosh Open Wi,th Wins; . · 
Thompson Leads Scoring 
BOB HYLE and TIM TEAHAN Schubler's . 21 points and eight 
Despite a 31 perce~t field goal rebounds. Dave Dow added it for 
accuracy the Xavier Frosh defeated ~e 1°"1'11· . 
the Bellarmine B team on Saturday Xavier Univenity'1 Freehmen 
night by a score of 66-65. B81ketball Sqaad opened up the 
Coach Bob Wataon said, ''They aea~n with a 82-78 vi~ry ·over . 
didn't play like that at Manhall. Pepm Cola here 181t Monday nisht. · 
They 101t their poile and had poor. · The Froah looked _impreuive ·81 
1hot aelection. We weren't prepared they outplayed a taller A.A.U. team 
for their varying defenl88 either." and came back from a 16 point 
The Froah were once again led by deficit ~te in the aecond hal~ to pJl}l 
Roy Thompson with 26 pointa and off the Victory. .·. : 
eight rebounds. It W81 a abort jump The junior Muakiea booetec1· their· 
1hot with'22 aeconda on the clock record to 2-0 181t Wedneeday 81. 
that finally clinched the game for Thompson again led all scoren 
Xavier. against Marshall University'• 
Tom Skaleaki chipped in with 23 froah. H! pumped in•21 pointa in a 
BEER 
TALK 
In which the candid connoisseur answers questions 
about Beer, and the drinking of.same. 
DEAR ED: I'm burned up because 
after a weekend romp in the woods, 
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak 
of Budweiser in the refrigerator . 
Everybody says you can't chill beer 
twice, so what should I do? · 
FUMING 
DEAR FUMING: First, 
cool off, pal. Then cool 
off that Bud® to your 
heart's content (or 
about 40°). 
There's no problem, 
because a really good 
beer like Budweiser · 
is just as good when 
you ice it twice. 
But I can't resist . ___,...__·····-· 
mentioning that there is an 
easy wa1 to avoid the situation altogether; 
Just make sure there's no Bud left over! 
Budweiser. 
KING OF BEERS• 
ANHEUSER·IUSCH.' INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA •.HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE • MERRIMACK pointsfortheMualdes. 85-76 victory. Strong defensive 
play 81 well aa scoring p' un h 
. Bellarmine W81 led by Pete provided by Th - c · . ompa_on. ._ __________________________________ .;.. __ .J 
. ,. 
---- -
·-·--· 
